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Real-Time and Full Polarimetric FM-CWRadar and
its Application to the Classification of Targets
Masafumi Nakamura, Yoshio Yamaguchi, Senior Member,IEEE, and Hiroyoshi Yamada, Member,IEEE

Abstract-The Sinclair scattering matrix plays a decisive role
in radar polarimetry. For realization of a real-time and full
polarimetric radar, there are sometechnical problems associated
with hardware implementations. Since the FM-CWradar system
is suitable for short-range sensing applications, we modified an
FM-CWradar to a real-time and polarimetric system by adding
a PIN diode-switching circuitry for antenna polarization changes.
A parallel operation scheme in the signal processing and the
radar control is employed in a personal computer, which enables
44 snapshots for acquiring scattering matrices and displays the
polarimetric target classification results along 44 radar ranges
per second. In this paper, wepresent the hardware design of the
system and its fundamental application to the classification of
targets using the three-component decomposition theorem.

Index Terms-FM-CWradar, radar polarimetry, Sinclair scat-
tering matrix, target decomposition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ADARpolarimetry deals with full polarimetric infor-
mation of scattered waves from a target [1], [2]. It

has been attracting attention in many application areas such
as observation of the earth [3], [4], surveillance system for
disaster, and highly advanced radar sensing [5]. The principle
can be applied to any radar system whether it is pulse or CW
radar [6]. The full polarimetric nature of electromagnetic wave
information can be obtained by measuring a scattering matrix
from a target. This scattering matrix (2 x 2 with complex
elements) provides detailed information on the target. For
example, it is possible to decompose a measured scattering
matrix into a sum of three fundamental matrix components (a
sphere, a diplane, and a helix) from which we can determine
the dominant component and clarify the radar target. Since
the principle of radar polarimetry has been established in the
literature [l]-[5], the next step is to utilize the principle in
the actual field. In this regard, we have been engaged in
developing an FM-CWradar for short-range sensing such as
subsurface applications [7], car-borne radar [8], etc.

In Section H, the design of a real-time polarimetric FM-CW
radar system is described. Twotransmitting and two receiving
antennas are switched by a PIN-diode circuitry at several
milliseconds so that quick polarization change is available.
A digital signal processor (DSP) executes the fast Fourier
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Fig. 1. Relation of frequency and time in FM-CWradar.
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transform (FFT) to determine a target range. The radar signal
processing and operations are carried out simultaneously in
the system.

In Section IE, the target classification scheme using the
three-component decomposition method, which has been pro-
posed by Krogager [9], [10], is presented. This method is
suitable for real-time classification of targets, because it is
based on the scattering matrix information directly.

In Section IV, wepresent someexperimental decomposition
results using the explored real-time polarimetric system. Tar-
gets are plates, dihedral corner reflectors, and line targets. It is
shownthat the radar classifies these targets quite satisfactorily.

II. REAL-TIME FM-CW RADAR SYSTEM

AnFM-CWradar transmits a linearly swept frequency sig-
nal and receives a time-delayed reflected signal from a target.
Since the time delay is proportional to the beat frequency
between the transmitting and receiving signals as shown in
Fig. 1, the range information can be obtained by determining
the frequency of the time-domain beat signal. This point
benefits us in the realization of real-time radar for short-range
sensing, compared to the pulse radar, because weonly need to
execute the Fourier transform of the time-domain beat signal
once. This execution can be carried out quite quickly by using
a special DSP circuit.

For polarimetric radar operation, the fundamental quantity
to be measured is the Sinclair scattering matrix [5], which in
the linear polarization basis HV is written as

[5] = fa*
[bvH

SHV1
Svv \

(1)
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Fig･ 21 Block diagramandthe arrangement of antenna polarization･

We need to changeantenna polarization quickly to acquire

scattenng matrix elements, i.e., SHH, SHY, SvH, Svv,

wherethe subscript H stands forthe horizontally polarized

component, whilethe subscript V forthe vertically polarized

component･ Assu中ngtheradar is monostatic (which implies

SHV - SvH),theminimum polarization combination re-

quired is HH, HV,and VV･ Sincethe radarchannels receive

the Hand V polarization components simultaneously,the only･

need is to switch transmlttlngantennaS quickly. Therefore, we

added a PIN diode switch atthe transmitting port. Usingthe

PIN diode switch, it is possible to change HH, HV, and VV

polarization as shown in Fig. 2･ Fourantennasare employed

in this system, two for transmissionand two for recelVlng･ It

is desirable to coincide the.center of fourantennas atthe same

point for monostatic radarconfiguration･ For example,the

center for H-Handthe center for V-V should bethe same.

However,the center for H-V locates in a different point･ Since

it is impossible to locatethe center atthe same point foral1

combinations, we tried to maketheantenna configuration as

compact as possible, avoidingantenna couplings as shown in

Fig.2.

Tbe block diagram of the radar system is shown in Fig･ 3

wherethe signal flow is brie且y shown. A personalcomputer

controlsall of the systemtiming且ow. It tnggers a timing

circuitry connected witha sweep oscillator (HP-8350B) and

the switching circuit, carries outthe decomposition of targets,

and displaysthe resultant images･

Tbe radar operation･ scheme is shown in Fig･ 4･ In this

system,the personalcdmputer,the DSP board,andtheantenna

system work in a cooperative manner. For example,血e

antennas measure simultaneouslythe Hand V components

of a target echo for the H polarized wave transmission

(snapshot)･.The DSP receivesthe raw data HH of the beat

signal and executes也e FFT fbr也e range slgnal processlng･

Fig･ 3･ Block diagramoffull polarimebic FMICW radar･

Fig. 4. Radaroperationalscheme.
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After completingthe FFT inthe DSP,the computer receives

the resultant data set of SHHand displaysthe HH image

inthe range-direction･ men it sendsthe raw data VH to

the DSPandalso sendsthe polarization change signal to

the PIN diode switch forthe orthogonalpolarization mode

measurement･ The computerthen receives the next data set

of SvH for displayingthe VH image･ Again, it receives

the raw data VV &om'theantenna systemand sends it to

the DSP･ After a set of the scattering matrix colnPOnentS

SHH, SHY,and Svv is obtained,the computer carries out

血e decomposition of targets in也e range direction･ In this
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way, the radar system r甲eatS the same procednre fbr也e next

snapsbot･ As shown in Fig･ 4, a parallel execution scheme is

employed for shorteningthe total execution time. The control

programincluding CRT display routine is written by assembler
language so血at maximum speed is attained. The total time

required is 22･5 ms from a snapshot tothe resultant information

display･'Within 22･5 ms,the radarmeasures approximately
104 scattering matrices along one range and displays the

resultant polarimetric reaection echo ･with the classi丘cation

results based on the decomposition (to be explained inthe

next section)･Therefore, reaトtime classification operations are

available in this polarimetric radarsystem･
Since也e IF circuit is independent of microwave丘equency,

it is possible to change radar frequency atany band. Inthis

case, we employedthe X-band frequency (10.5-1 1｣5 GHz).

III. DECOMPOSmON OF ScATTERING MATRIX

Inthe monostatic radar case,the off-diagonalelements of
a. scattering matrix (1)are･the s.ame (SHY - SvH). This

condition impliesthat the scattering matrix is symmetric. If

the scatterin･g matrix is symmetric inthe HV polarization
basis, itis also symmetric inthe circular polarization basis LR.

This symmetry inthe circular polarization basis is convenient
to uniquely decompose an arbitrary scattering matrix into

the sum ofthreefundamental components, i･e･,'A sphere,
a diplane (dihedralcomer reaector),and helix component

matrices which represent singlere且ection, double re鮎ction,,

and generation of circular polarization, respectively, from the

radar phenomenological point Of view･ Thethree-component I

decomposition theorem has been proposed by Kogager [9],
[10] as follows:

【s]千 ejp〈占jpsKs[S]s｡here+ Kd[S]di｡1ane+ Kh[S]helix)
(2)

where the factors Ks, Kd,and Kh rePreSentthe magnitude

contribution of each component･ The phase ps inthe丘rst

termis relative to the diplane's phas占. Forright-handed helix

target inclusion, (2) has the explicit form

【s(LR)]- ejp

+Kh

and for left-handed helix

【S(LR)]- e3'p eJPsKs

+Kh [

g]･Kd[e':0e-?･2e]
.o])

｢｣β2

o
づ
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o e-3-2e
(3-b)

Matchingthe elements of the scattering matrix for theright

belix

【s(LR)】- ejp [
(Kd +Kh)e3'20 Ksejps

Ks ej甲s Kde-j28

SLLle'pLL JSLRfej?LR

SLRFejpLR ISRRlejpRR

TABLE I

AMPLmDE FACTORS FOR ELEMENTARY TARGETS

Ks Kd Kh~
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and fbr也e le允belix

【S(LR)】- ej甲

[
[
Kde｢3'2C Ks e3'ps

Ksej甲s (Kd+Kh)e3-2e

1SLLle3PLL fSLRfej?LR

ISLR7ejpLR (SRRJejpRR

yieldsthe magnitudes Ks, Kd, and Kh in terms of the element
of the scattering matrix inthe circularpolarization basis as

Ks-lSLR(, Kd-lSLL(, Kh-lSRRトLSLLF
for fSRRf > lSLLJ

Ks-lSL去f, Kd-lSRRf, Kh-ISLLトISRRl
for fSRRl < JSLLl

andthe phase components as

O
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Theoretical contributions of Ks
,
Kd

'and
Kh for elementary

targetsare listed in Table I.

If a scattering matrix is obtained, itis possible to determine

the contribution of each component by

Ki

Ks+Kd+Kh (i-s, d, h). (9)

After examlnlng the value, we clarify the measured scattering

matrix as one of the elementary scattering matrices･ In this

way, 1t lS possible to seek a besトmatcb type and examine the

scattering nature.

It is interesting tO note in Table Ithat a wire target consists

of diplaneand sphere components with50% contributions,

althoughthe phys-ical shape is quite Simple･ The wire target

means a straight and long line target whose radius is much

smaller tban也e wavelength

[S]Lire- i([s]di,lane+ [S]s,here). (10)

If a scattering matrix was recognized as a wire or diplane

using (9),there is a possibility to determinethe orientation
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angle 0 by (6). It should be notedthatthe absolute phase p

in (2) is dependent on`the target range caused by the-phase

shift in propagation path,andthatthe orientationangle (6)

is independent of也e range. The bdentation皿gle ♂ can be

d畠temined by the relative scattsring matrix only. However,

there exists uncertainty inthe orientation angle 0 suchthat

[S]di,lane(8)i [
ej2e o

o e-3'2e

[s]dip-lane(0"w'2''-[e3'2'e'o'打′2))
e-,12'eO･(打′2)']♂f:7c1

0

e

[ニ

e-3-2eS･2e] (ll)

Ⅵ1is means血e dipl皿eS Odented βo and ♂+ 90o give也e

same formof scattering matrix inthe same range except.for

the sign. In this.case, it is necessary to takethe phase ps (31

a) of the sphere into account. Sincethere exists uncertainty

of2n7T (n - 0,1,2,3,-.･) inthe phas畠s
0, p,and ps, we

caneliminate this uncertaintyby ･putting ps - 0 forthe wire

target case. This elimination results inthe detemination of the

orientationangle 0. Inthe situationthatthe detected target is

recogmized as a diplane, itis impossible to distinguish whether

the orientationangle is Oo or 0+ 90o. This point will be

examined byanexperiment which follows.

IV. REAL-Tm4E CLASS肝ICATION ExpER皿4ENT

A target classification experiment was cmied out in a

laboratory to showthe effectivenessand usefulness of the real-

timeand polarimetric FM-CW radar. The radarantennasare

mounted on a rail 115.5 cm aboveanelectromagnetic wave

absorber surface. They were scannedalongthe rail inthe

horizontaldirection to acqulre scattering matrices at a constant

speed. It took 7 s &omthe start tothe end, yielding 300

snapshot results. It should be notedthatthe radaracts as a

realaperture FM-CW radar. The beamwidth･ is approximately

18o which makesthe footprint size_ approximately 40 x 36

cm2･ Therefore･the scattering matrix obtained here is fromthe

realaperture (low-resolution) image.

Case A-Target in the Same RangeI The target arrange-

ment is shown in Fig.㌔5, wbere也e scene皿d也e plan view are

illustrated. The targetsare a plate (same as sphere polarization

characteristics, 25 cm each sidi), a straight line target (sa血e

as wire cbaractedstics, 18 cm x 85 cm area, odentation angle

- 90o),and a dihedralcorner reflector (same as diplane,

20 cm each side, orientationangle
- Oo).This straight line

target is made of corrugated parallel plates. The measured

scattering matrix in the HV polarization basis is transformed

intothe cir占ularLR basis in -whichthe target decomposition

is tamied
lout

inthe personalcomputer. -
The classification

result in the circled area (imaging plane)shown bythe dotted

line in Fig. 5 is displayed on the CRT screen in real-time as

shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 showsthethree-component classification result. The

verticalaxis representsthe rangefromthe radar(30.4-197.6

cm),andthe horizontalaxis isthe scanming direction (0-180

cm) which is proportional tothe scantime. The targetsare
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Fig. 5･ Experimentalschemeand target aNangement (Case A)･
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Fig. 7. Detected orientationangle of Case A･

completely classi丘ed bythe radar･ In addition,the orientation

angle of the straightline target was found out bythe scattenng

matrix based on (5).The detection result of the orientation

angle is shown in Fig. 7 wherethe line indicates the direction･

Sincetheangle is quite close tothe actualorientation, it is

confirmed in this casethatthe po血imetric system is highly

useful for classi丘cation of targetsandthe detemination of the

odentation angles.

Case B-Target in a DIHerent RangeI For classification of

targets in different ranges, we repeated a simi1arexperiment
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Fig･ 8･ Experimental schemeand target arrangement (Case B).
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Fig1 9. Decomposition result of Case B.

as shown in Fig･ 8･ The targets are two･ straight line targets

(10 cm x 6･5 cm, withorientationangles of 0 and -45o),
a

plate (10 cm x 10 cm),and a corner re丘ector (10 cm each

side, 45o
odentation).

Fig･ 9 shows the thee-component classi丘cation result of

these targets. The imbalance (2: 1) to (1 :2) of Kdand Ks

components wasallowed to recognize a Straight line target･

Although a target whose scattenng nature is simi1arto that of

a helix was omitted inthe experiment, the radar could classify

these targets quite well as shown in Fig. 9. Thi占resultsupports
the validity of the decomposition methodand the usefulness

of the real-time radarsystem.

In addition, the detection result of the orientationangle is

shown in Fig. 10. Since the diplane re丘ectsthe incident wave

toward血e radar in a wide range of incidence directions, the

detectedangle?ea occupleS a rather widearea compared to

that of the line target, due tothe realaperture radar system･

Asmentioned in the previous section,the diplanes oriented 0

and 6+ (7r/2)degreesgivethe same formof scattering matrix

except for the sign (11)ITherefore, itis difBcult to distinguish

也e two angles by this decomposition method as polnted out

in也e previous section･ However, the detection皿gle of ♂-

450 is in qulte good agreement with the acmal orientation.
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0

.scanLingdircch(∝n) ･
■

ニ

･ -
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Fig･ 10･ Detected orientationangle of Case B.

Ⅴ. CoNCLロSION･

Inthis paper, we demonstrated a real-timeandfull polari-

metric FM-CW radar system･ A parallel operation scheme in

血e signal processlng and the radar control was employed

in a personal computer, wbicb enabled 44 snapshots and

polarimetric target classification･ displays per second･ A target

classi丘cation expedment based on血e血ee-component de-

composition theorem was carried out to showthe usefulness

of也e system. It is con丘rmed in this expe血ent tba土地e

radar classi丘esthe targets quite well. This system can be used

for short-range senslng applications such as car-bone radar

Systems ･
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